Job Category: Technology Consulting
Line of Service: Advisory
State & City: IL-Chicago|MA-Boston|TX-Dallas
Travel Requirements: 61-80%
Position Type: Manager
Req ID: 101041BR

PwC/LOS Overview
PwC is a network of firms committed to delivering quality in assurance, tax and advisory services. We help resolve complex issues for our clients and identify opportunities. Learn more about us at www.pwc.com/us.

At PwC, we develop leaders at all levels. The distinctive leadership framework we call the PwC Professional (http://pwc.to/pwcpro) provides our people with a road map to grow their skills and build their careers. Our approach to ongoing development shapes employees into leaders, no matter the role or job title.

Are you ready to build a career in a rapidly changing world?
Developing as a PwC Professional means that you will be ready

- to create and capture opportunities to advance your career and fulfill your potential. To learn more, visit us at www.pwc.com/careers.

PwC Advisory helps our clients with their most challenging imperatives from strategy through execution. We combine the breadth of knowledge of over 48,000 global professionals with deep industry knowledge to deliver custom solutions for our clients. We

---

**Adjunctive**

**Ansøg dette job**
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work with the world's largest and most complex companies and understand the unique business issues and opportunities our clients face.

Job Description
Our clients are focused on improving business performance, responding quickly and effectively to crisis situations, and extracting value from transactions. Our growing Consumer Markets industry team provides strategy, management, technology and risk consulting services to help a diverse set of clients around the world anticipate and address their most complex business challenges. This industry vertical team includes Consumer Products, Retail, Travel and Transportation clients.

Our Salesforce consultants help clients solve business and technology challenges related to improving customer and employee experience. This high performing team leverages the Salesforce technology and platform to help clients transform their sales, service and marketing capabilities. Typical engagements are a combination of sales transformation, service transformation, marketing transformation, analytics, force platform based innovation and development, change management and training.

Position/Program Requirements
Minimum Year(s) of Experience: 5
Minimum Degree Required: Bachelor's degree
Degree Preferred: Master's degree in Computer Science, Information Systems or related areas
Knowledge Preferred:
Demonstrates extensive knowledge and/or a proven record of success in the following areas: -SQL with a RDBMS such as MySQL, Oracle, or MS SQL Server; -HTML, XML, CSS and JavaScript; -SOAP
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KU Projekt & Job
APIs, REST APIs and integration techniques; -Object oriented programming languages such as .NET or JAVA, Ruby, C#, C++, Python; -SDLC methodologies including requirements, design, implementation, testing and maintenance; -Interactive marketing industry; -Security standards such as TLS, SSL, SSO and data encryption; -Building of stored procedures, reports, data extracts, SSIS packages and integrations is preferred; -Documenting of customer problems and software solutions using BRDs\FSDs, wireframes, diagrams, workflows and mockups is preferred.

Skills Preferred:
Demonstrates extensive abilities and/or a proven record of success in the following areas: -Providing technical consultation on various aspects of the product and solutions based on the customer’s business requirements; -Creating, managing and presenting an actionable BRD/FSD (Blueprint) that aligns a customer’s technical business needs to that of the Salesforce Marketing Cloud Solution; -Executing development and advanced configuration activities per assigned work orders; -Identifying project issues / risks and present alternatives to alleviate or resolve; -Validating solution components and provide solution walkthrough with customer; -Developing specialties in Salesforce Marketing Cloud data management, scripting languages, API, and app platform; -Producing deliverables within a diverse, fast paced environment, collaborate effectively across global teams and juggle multiple projects and initiatives simultaneously.